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Give answer to questions of Part A (question 2) in the space provided,

Use the given ans*'er book to ansn'er the three questions of Part B.

Answer all questions.
1. (a). The structuralviews of six pump types are given below in figure: 01.
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according to their classifications
Figure. 01 ;

ldentify the above pumps and write the main category of pumps

Onlr. non-programmable calculators are permitted.

-{ll questions carn' equal marks.

Part \

Name Main category of pump
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A
Figure,02;

(b) (i). Identify X, Y and Z, in figure: 02 (08 marks)

i\-i

(z).-

(ii). What are the main functions of component - Z '?

(c) (i) Identif and *rite doun the names and main tunctions of the parts relerani to each number in

figure 03. r I t-) marks r

Figure 03;
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(ii), Briefly explain the purpose of structural parts (stationary pafis) of the engine?

J



02. (a) The experimental set up for estimating the Center of gravity of a tractor is given tn

figure-04. (16 marks)
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Figure 04

(i) Derive an equation to measure the )Ge of a tractor given in figure 4.

(ii) A four wheel drive tractor with a total weight of 43.5 kg has 2100 mm wheel base. lts

four wheels are similar in size. Calculate the horizontal distance from the rear axel

center line to the Centre of gravity. (State your assumptions.)
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Figure 05

til \\ hat are the soilparameters measured using above apparatus?
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(c)

(ii) Identiff the type of force applied on A & B.

.\

(i) The test results of the above apparatus are given in following table. lf the cross-

sectional area of the shear box is 3600 mm2. Calculate the stress values of the given

force.

(24 marks)

Value A 0N) Stress of force A
(kPa)

Value B (kN) Stress of force B
(kPa)

0,2 46

4.4 63

0.8 r01



(ii). Draw a graph using the above data to determine the soil parameters in the given graph

paper.

iiiir. Deternllne the soil parameler:.
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Part B

-\nsrl'er onll nvo questions

1 (a) with the help of labeled diagrams, state the firnction of each component of following

instruments;
(a) Disk harrow

(b) Disk Plough

1c) \louldboard Plough

id) Subsoil Plough

(b). Classify the commonly used water pumps'

(c) What is a single and double action piston pump?

(d).Pistonradiusandstrokeof asingleactionpistonpumpare l5cmand30cmrespectively'If

the piston operates 100 strokes per minute, calculate the discharge capacity of the pump in L/h'

(20 marks)

I ,'3'r. Enlist the main tvpes of gears that can be r:sed in a powertransmission system'
(30 marks)

(b). Estimate the Indicated power of six-cylinder four-stroke gasoline engine run at 2500 rpm'

Its cylinder bore, stroke and indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) values are 90 mm' 100

mm and 8.5 bar resPectivelY.
(30 marks)

(40 marks)

(20marks)
(20 marks)

t

(c). A single-cylinder engine operating at 2000 rpm develops a torque of 8 N-m' The indicated

po*e, of the engine is 2.0 kW. Find loss due to friction as the percentage of brake power'

(40 marks)

03 (a) BrieflY exPlain;
(i). Mechanicat propeities of the soil which are involved in tillage mechanics'

(ii). Changing pattern-oi;Apparent coefficient of friction' with increasing moisture content using

thesketchofgraph. 
rv4 r-rr-'-- (20marks)

(b) (i) What do you understand the term ,.Appropriate Mechanization''? (10 marks)

(ii) Briefly describe the different factors considered in Appropriate Mechanization' (30 marks)

(c). (i)What is the importance of agricultural machinery management? (10 marks)

(ii)How can you measure the machine capacity? - L^++^*- ^r ?(^- nrr 
(10 marks)

(iii)calculate the field efficiency of a tractor which drawn four bottoms of 35cm plough' The

operationalspeedoftheploughis5kmphandthetimelostinturningisl0%.(20marks)
(Make Your assumPtions)'


